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however, one of the first indications that things are changing when it comes to kangana ranaut comes in rajneeti. where bachchan played a good, evil, naive and corrupt cbi officer, ranaut portrays his younger self, a young, innocent, dashing, and initially idealistic ips officer who makes things happen. it was a
brave choice for khan, who had played these elder characters before. if raees told one important story of a man being slowly reclaimed by his conscience, rajneeti showed another side of khan that had more to do with just entertainment. it was a smart stylistic choice, and shows how khan can evolve and

experiment with his approach. another turning point in khan's career was when the composer duo of anu malik and a.r. rahman refused to work with him. the couple refused to work with him after he had been accused of sexual harassment and when the film dilwale hit the screens, the film was criticised by a
section of the audiences for its over use of song and dance numbers. both the songs sapne suhane laga ke and desi luv particularly raised a few eyebrows. but the film still did what shah rukh khan does best - appeal to the heart strings. by default, dilwale became a dance film with khan in the lead. the best
part of dilwale is that it demonstrates bachchans willingness to experiment and grow both as an actor and as a person. though khan was offered to play a conflicted husband who loses his wife, he suggested he wanted to do something different. he wanted to play a strong, decisive, rock-solid man, even in a

film that usually gives examples of conflicted, confused characters. he did it in dilwale, and the film has established one of the most loved khan-ranaut on-screen relationship. it is unpretentious, raw, and honest, and it is what khan had been trying to achieve all along.
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